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FLOOR BOXING RING
This is a great floor mounted boxing ring supplied with the
following, 4 x Ø24mm ropes around the outside supplied in 
three standard colours red white and blue, 4 x corner pads 
supplied complete with adjustable fastening straps, colours 
supplied 2 x white 1 x red 1 x blue, M10 rope tensioners for 
every rope in every corner of the ring, heavy duty canvas to 
fit the ring which is a standard colour of blue and is fitted with 
brass eyelets, bungee cord, high quality 15mm thick, durable 
shock absorbing underlay foam is used to eliminate noise,
prevent injury and to protect the canvas, the blue, red and 
white colour coded framework simplifies assembly and using a 
2 man team a boxing ring can be assembled in approximately 
20 to 30 minutes. This ring needs no tools or equipment to
assemble as it has no fixings, it can be easily stored when
dismantled taking up minimal space. The material for the main 
frame is heavy gauge steel 3 to 5mm wall thickness. Steel sizes 
are 60 x 60 x 3mm. Bag hanger and speed ball attachments 
available at extra cost

BOX1001*  12’ ring (10’ inside)  

BOX1002*  14’ ring (12’ inside)   

BOX1003*  16’ ring (14’ inside)   

BOXING  •  RINGS & PLATFORMS
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BOXING PLATFORMS
This is a great boxing platform supplied with the following, 4 x 
Ø24mm ropes around the outside supplied in three standard 
colours red white and blue, 4 x corner pads are supplied
complete with adjustable fastening straps in three standard 
colours 2 x white 1 x red 1 x blue, M10 rope tensioners are 
supplied for every rope in every corner of the ring, heavy duty 
canvas is supplied to fit the ring in a standard colour of blue and 
is fitted with brass eyelets, bungee cord is also supplied, high 
quality 15mm thick, durable shock absorbing underlay foam 
is used to eliminate noise, prevent injury and to protect the 
canvas, 18mm plywood boards create a solid platform to work 
on, blue ring skirts are supplied with bungee cord and hooks for 
attaching to ring, blue, red and white colour coded framework 
simplifies assembly and using a 2 man team a boxing ring can 
be assembled in approximately 45 minutes. A standard training 
ring uses an 18” platform.  This ring needs no tools or
equipment to assemble as it has no fixings. The material for the 
main frame is heavy gauge steel 3 to 5mm wall thickness

BOX1005*  14’ ring (12’ inside)   

BOX1006*  16’ ring (14’ inside)   

BOX1007*  20’ ring (18’ inside)   
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EXIGO 10MM SWIVEL ATTACHMENT
BOX1224 
Is made from stainless steel and is ideal for attaching any punch bag straps or chains. This swivel 
provides smooth and seamless punch bag rotation

EXIGO HEAVY DUTY FLOOR/CEILING HOOK
BOX1228 
Can be used as either an anchor bracket for a floor to ceiling ball or a solid hanging point for a punch 
bag. This product is secured in place with multiple fixing points and can hold up to 200kg in weight 
depending on the ceiling
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BOXING  •  SPEEDBALL, BRACKETS & CHAIN SETS

FIXED PUNCH BAG BRACKET
Constructed using all laser precision components to ensure a high quality 
bracket that can hang some of the Heavy Punch Bags within our range. 6 fixing 
points ensure this will never fail (ensure fixed to solid wall/surface)

BOX1222 2’ bracket  
BOX1223 3’ bracket  
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3’ CLUB PRO FOLDING PUNCH BAG BRACKET
BOX1010 
Constructed from 50 x 50 box section this bracket is made to last, a great feature is the removable 
eye bolt end, when hanging a heavy bag you inevitability get some wear this is now easily replace-
able. Folds flat and tidy against the wall great space saver. Must be fitted to a solid stone or brick 
wall. Maximum 80kg bag. Epoxy powder coated for indoor or outdoor use. Comes complete with all 
instructions and fixings

EXIGO ELITE ADJUSTABLE SPEEDBALL PLATFORM
BOX1220 
Offers 10 height adjustments over 225mm with numeric indicators for quick and easy reference. 
Constructed using 100x50x3 flat sided oval steel, with a 6mm laser cut supporting plate, 30mm thick 
birch plywood board and a dual bearing swivel to ensure the platform remains stable during use and 
to also provide a perfect rebound from the speedball. This product is secured to a solid wall/surface 
with 5 fixing points

EXIGO ELITE FIXED SPEEDBALL PLATFORM
BOX1221 
Is constructed using 6mm laser cut material supporting a 30mm thick birch 
plywood board and a dual bearing swivel to ensure the platform remains 
stable during use and to also provide a perfect rebound from the speedball. 
This product is secured to a solid wall/surface with 5 fixing points
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BUY NOWEXIGO ELITE SPEEDBALL
BOX1200  
Is shaped and balanced for accurate rebounds and made with high quality cowhide leather and 
double stitched for long lasting performance. Compatible with standard ball pump valve
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EXIGO ELITE PUNCH BAG CHAINS SETS
This heavy-duty chain features quick links for attaching your punch 
bag easily and securely and to a stainless steel swivel attachment 
for smooth rotation

BOX1225 Suitable for punch bags with 3 attachment points  
BOX1226 Suitable for punch bags with 4 attachment points  
BOX1227 Suitable for punch bags with 6 attachment points  
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BOXING  •  PUNCH BAGS
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EXIGO ELITE 1M (3’3’’) ANGLE PUNCH BAG
BOX1207 
Is made from tough cowhide leather and is a more specialist bag to work on a variety of 
different punches and combinations. This bag is pre-filled weighing approximately 35kg with 
the top fully covered so the zip is not exposed but is still easily accessible. Features double 
stitched and multi-bolted straps and is supplied with a heavy duty chain set for hanging the 
bag

EXIGO ELITE LEATHER 3 IN 1 PUNCH BAG
BOX1208 
Is made from tough cowhide leather and combines the benefits of a straight punch bag, floor 
to ceiling ball and maize bag. This bag is pre-filled weighing approximately 18kg with the top 
fully covered so the zip is not exposed but is still easily accessible. Features double stitched 
and multi-bolted straps and is supplied with a heavy duty chain set for hanging the bag

EXIGO ELITE FLOOR TO CEILING BALL
BOX1209 
Is made from high quality cowhide leather and is a more specialist tool perfect for improving hand 
eye co-ordination, timing, and speed. This floor to ceiling ball comes complete with rubber cord 
ready to be attached to your anchor points

EXIGO ELITE WRECKIN BALL
BOX1210 
Is made from tough cowhide leather and provides a unique shape that allows you to throw various 
shots but is extremely good for working on hooks and uppercuts. This bag is pre-filled weighing 
approximately 35kg with the top fully covered so the zip is not exposed but is still easily accessible. 
Features double stitched and multi-bolted straps and is supplied with a heavy duty chain set for 
hanging the bag
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EXIGO ELITE HEAVY XL PUNCH BAG
Is perfect for a heavy hitter and is made from tough cowhide 
leather with a quilted foam interior to help the bag retain its shape 
over time. This bag is pre-filled with the top fully covered so the 
zip is not exposed but is still easily accessible. Features double 
stitched and multi-bolted straps and is supplied with a heavy duty 
chain set for hanging the bag

BOX1205 1m (3’3’’) - 40kg 
BOX1206 1.5m (5ft) - 55kg

EXIGO ELITE 1.2M (4FT) STRAIGHT PUNCH BAG
BOX1201  
Is made from tough cowhide leather with a quilted foam interior to help the bag retain its shape over 
time. This bag is pre-filled weighing approximately 40kg with the top fully covered so the zip is not 
exposed but is still easily accessible. Features double stitched and multi-bolted straps and is supplied 
with a heavy duty chain set for hanging the bag
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EXIGO SELECT STRAIGHT PUNCH BAG
Is made from high quality artificial leather. This bag is pre-filled 
features multi-bolted hanging straps with metal D rings for extra 
durability

BOX1202 1m (3’ 3’’) - 35kg  
BOX1203 1.2m (4ft) - 40kg  
BOX1204 1.5m (5ft) - 45kg  
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BOXING  •  PUNCH BAGS & GLOVES

ORIGIN LEATHER PUNCH BAG
The origin punch bag is a two-piece, full-length, leather top and bottom construction 
with foam pads to keep the shape. On the inside, there are alternating layers of rags & 
sandbags 

BOX1120* Origin 3ft Club Pro Folding Wall Bracket 
BOX1121* Origin 3.3ft Leather Punch Bag (45kg, 40cm Dia) - Black 
BOX1122* Origin 4ft Leather Punch Bag (55kg, 40cm Dia) - Black

ORIGIN FREESTANDING PUNCH BAG
BOX1123
The Origin freestanding punch bag is our premium free-standing punching bag option, 
perfectly suited to group training, martial arts and fitness boxing. Thanks to its solid internal 
structure, its heaviness and its M1-class BTEX covering the Origin freestanding punch bag is 
one of the most durable and stable free-standing bags on the market

ORIGIN MAIZE BAG - 30KG
BOX1124*
The Origin Maize Bag. The Origin Maize Bag is designed to help improve your 
coordination, speed, and accuracy. Attached from a four strand swivel hook, the 
maize bag has the ability to hone your patterns such as slips and rolls

ORIGIN UPPERCUT BAG - 35KG
BOX1125*
The Origin Uppercut Bag boasts all the same characteristics from a traditional 
boxing bag but the design. The Uppercut bag adds an additional benefit of 
being an excellent product for competition training. The Origin Uppercut bag 
allows you to focus mainly on throwing uppercuts at this specially designed 
bag and allows you to increase the speed of combos for an advantage
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ORIGIN BOXING GLOVES

The Origin Leather Boxing Gloves are designed to endure 
your hardest sparring session as well as your most gruelling 
training session. Made with cutting edge GoDry material and 
ventilation holes the Leather Boxing Gloves are both hygienic 
and breathable which reduces sweat build up and provides a 
more enjoyable workout, whilst also being sufficiently padded 
for safety

BOX1105* Origin 10oz Leather Boxing Glove - White
BOX1106* Origin 12oz Leather Boxing Glove - White
BOX1107* Origin 14oz Leather Boxing Glove - Black 
BOX1108* Origin 16oz Leather Boxing Glove - Black 
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BOXING  •  MITTS, GLOVES & PADS

ORIGIN BOXING MITTS
The Origin Leather Boxing Mitts are designed to endure your most 
gruelling of workouts. Built with cutting edge GoDry material and 
ventilation holes the gloves are both hygienic and breathable which 
reduces sweat build up and provides a more enjoyable workout, 
whilst also being sufficiently padded for safety

BOX1100* Origin Small Leather Boxing Mitts - White 
BOX1101* Origin Medium Leather Boxing Mitts - Grey  
BOX1102* Origin Large Leather Boxing Mitts - Red
BOX1103* Origin Extra Large Leather Boxing Mitts - Black 

ORIGIN GRAPPLING GLOVES
The Origin Grappling Gloves is the perfect solution for circuit training, they offer a superior grip as well as 
providing breath-ability. Multi-layered velcro support will protect your wrists throughout training as well 
as providing a secure fit

BOX1110* Origin Small Grappling Gloves and Liner Set 
BOX1111* Origin Medium Grappling Gloves and Liner Set   
BOX1112* Origin Large Grappling Gloves and Liner Set  
BOX1113* Origin Extra Large Grappling Gloves and Liner Set

ORIGIN HOOK & JAB PADS
BOX1115*
The Origin Hook and Jab Pads are designed to the highest standard and are 
ideal for training co-ordination, speed and agility
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ORIGIN SHORT KICK PAD
BOX1116*
These lightweight Origin Short Kick Pads are constructed from a 
polyurethane cover and a foam core, this is designed to absorb 
impact from the hardest of kicks
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ORIGIN LONG KICK PAD
BOX1117*
The Origin Long Kick Pad is lightweight and designed to absorb impact from 
the hardest of kicks. It not only great for improving body composition but 
also great for building muscle mass and decreasing fat mass
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